IR has recently demonstrated its capacity to reduce noise and permit dose reduction in abdominal and thoracic CT applications. The purpose of our study was to assess the potential benefit of IR in head CT by comparing objective and subjective image quality with standard FBP at various dose levels.
T
he technical evolution of MDCT has not only revolutionized image quality and scanning speed but has also dramatically increased the number of CT examinations in the industrialized world. As a result, there is a growing concern regarding the associated radiation dose. 1 Today, Ͼ70 million annual CT scans are obtained in the United States and may be responsible for about 2% of all incident cancer cases. 1, 2 As head CT has evolved as the technique of choice to assess traumatic and nontraumatic neurologic conditions, its use has become particularly frequent in both the adult and pediatric populations. 3 In the past decade, various dose-reduction strategies, such as automated tube current modulation, low voltage scanning, and noise-reduction filters, have been explored but could not prevent a steady increase of average effective dose with advanced scanner technology. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Unfortunately, the most straightforward technique in lowering dose, notably the reduction of tube current, is associated with unacceptable increase of image noise. This effect is partly due to limitations in the current standard reconstruction method of FBP. With FBP, increased spatial resolution is directly correlated with increased image noise and is traded against noise by application of different reconstruction kernels.
Only recently, an alternative mathematic algorithm, IR, was introduced to CT. To a certain extent, IR allows decoupling of spatial resolution and image noise and may thus be used to lower noise at standard or improved resolution of images. 10, 11 In IR, a correction loop is introduced in the image reconstruction process. Once an image has been reconstructed from the measured projection data, a ray-tracing in the image is performed to calculate new projections that exactly represent the reconstructed image, as if the reconstructed image had been the measurement object of a CT scan. This step, called forward projection, simulates the CT measurement. If the image reconstruction were perfect, no deviation between measured and calculated projections would be observed. In reality, due to the approximate nature of FBP reconstruction typically used for image reconstruction, there is a deviation between measured and calculated projections. This is used to derive correction projections, reconstruct a correction image, and update the original image. This loop is continued until the deviation between measured and calculated projections is smaller than a predefined limit. Each time the original image is updated, nonlinear image processing algorithms, so called "regularizations," are used to stabilize the resolution. While the repeated calculation of correction projections removes artifacts introduced by the approximate nature of FBP, it is this regularization procedure that is essential for the noise-reduction properties of an IR. 12 With proper regularization, image noise can be lowered without loss of detail resolution, which-as a consequence-allows reduction of radiation exposure to the patient.
IRIS is 1 variant of IR that applies the regularization procedure to the image data in an iterative loop without forward projection and calculation of correction projections. 12 As a consequence, IRIS aims at reduction of image noise and not at reduction of potential image artifacts, such as conebeam artifacts, which are not a severe problem anyway in CT systems with relatively small detector width in the z-direction. In the IRIS approach, an iterative series of 3D nonlinear image-filtering steps, corresponding to the regularization in a standard IR, is performed after reconstruction of an initial high-resolution image by means of the FBP technique. This high-resolution image contains all measured information that is otherwise partially suppressed in a standard CT reconstruction to obtain acceptable image-noise levels. Depending on the clinical task, 3-5 iterations of regularizations are performed. They aim at maintaining or even enhancing spatial resolution, while reducing image noise without degrading the image texture.
The primary asset to all forms of IR is that they are consistently associated with significant reduction of image noise and may thus be used to perform CT examinations at lower dose, yet robust, image quality. Until now, this concept has been demonstrated for thoracic, abdominal, and cardiac CT examinations. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The aim of our study was to systematically assess IR at various tube currents in head CT and thereby determine the practicability of reducing dose without compromising standard image quality.
Materials and Methods

Patient Groups
The study was approved by the local institutional review board. Because unpublished customer and vendor experience suggests preservation of diagnostic image quality at all dose levels used in our study, informed consent of patients was waived and all examinations were performed as standard of care.
The participants were 90 consecutive patients who were scheduled for both nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced head CT and who were randomly assigned to 1 standard and 2 low-dose CT protocols. Reasons to perform the examination were manifold and included tumor staging, exclusion of septic emboli, and ischemia.
Data Acquisition and Reconstruction
All CT examinations were performed by using a 128-section dualsource CT scanner (Somatom Definition Flash; Siemens, Forchheim, Germany). Image-acquisition parameters of the standard protocol included a collimation of 40 ϫ 0.6 mm, pitch of 0.55, rotation time of 1.0 second, tube voltage of 120 kV, and tube current of 320 mAs. Scan parameters for low-dose studies were identical except for tube current, which was reduced to 275 or 225 mAs, respectively. Contrastenhanced examinations were performed 180 seconds postadministration of 65 mL of iodinated contrast medium (Imeron 400 [iomeprol], 400 mg I/mL; Bracco Altana Pharma, Konstanz, Germany).
Raw data of all CT examinations were reconstructed by using both mathematic algorithms, FBP and IR. Reconstruction parameters included an H30sϩ medium smooth convolution kernel for FBP and the equivalent J30 medium smooth kernel for IR, a section-thickness of 4.5 mm with a 4.5-mm increment, and an FOV appropriate to head size. The time for reconstruction was recorded in 10 patients.
For a subset analysis of image sharpness, additional reconstructions were performed in 15 patients with bone window kernels, notably the H70 for FBP and the equivalent J70 for IR. Section-thickness and increment in these reconstructions were 2 mm.
Dose Measurements
The CTDI vol and DLP were recorded for every CT examination. Effective dose (millisievert) was estimated by multiplying DLP with a constant region-specific conversion coefficient of 0.0023 mSv/ (mGy ϫ cm). 
For a subset analysis of image sharpness, FBP and IR bone window reconstructions of 15 patients were assessed by a Matlab tool (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) on a separate workstation. The program measures CT attenuation values in Hounsfield units across pixels that are lined perpendicular to the skull circumference. Sharpness is quantified as maximal slope (Change in HU/Pixel).
Qualitative Image Analysis
Qualitative analysis of images was independently performed by 2 board-certified, subspecialty-certified readers (A.K.) and (M.F.) with 3 and 4 years of training in neuroradiology. Before the grading of study images, the reading radiologists were trained for consensus regarding our image-quality scoring system on 20 routine head CT examinations. For randomized and anonymous analysis of study patients, subjects were randomly selected by 1 of our authors (B.B.) and FBP and IR reconstructions of nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced scans were simultaneously displayed to the readers, by using two 325 ϫ 433 mm screen-size monitors with a 160 ϫ 372 mm image size per individual series. The order of display for FBP and IR series was changed in a random fashion, and information on the type of reconstruction or dose level was masked. All images were reviewed at a PACS workstation (Centricity; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wiscon-sin) with use of standard display settings (window level, 36; width, 80). Subjective image quality was assessed in terms of noise, GM-WM differentiation, sharpness of subarachnoid space margins, distinctness of posterior fossa contents, and overall diagnostic acceptability. Noise was graded as the following: 1, very low; 2, low; 3, considerable with preserved diagnostic image quality; 4, high, causing nondiagnostic image quality. All other parameters were scored as the following: 1, excellent; 2, good; 3, suboptimal, but still diagnostic; and 4, unacceptable and nondiagnostic. Grades for image quality were averaged across both readers for further analysis.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with software (JMP, Version 6, SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina; Prism, Version 4.00, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California 
Results
Noncontrast and contrast-enhanced imaging was performed in 90 patients; the characteristics of subjects within the distinct study groups are shown in Table 1 . Median time for reconstruction was substantially longer with use of the iterative algorithm, notably 68 seconds (range, 61-74 seconds) versus 25 seconds (range 22-27 seconds).
Radiation Dose
Dose-related parameters are summarized in Table 1 . While the CTDI vol was 60.1 mGy in the 320-mAs reference group, it was reduced to 85.5% in the low-dose group 1 (275 mAs) or 70.3% in low-dose group 2 (225 mAs). Accordingly, compared with 1043 mGy.cm and 2.2 mSv in standard head CT, DLP and effective dose were cut down to 85.3% with use of 275 mAs and 70.2% when applying 225 mAs.
Quantitative Analysis
A 15-patient subset analysis of image sharpness at bone window kernels demonstrated an insignificant 3% decrease with the use of IR (396.9 Ϯ 111.3 versus 386.3 Ϯ 117 change in HU/Pixel; P ϭ .55).
By contrast, analysis of attenuation values did not reveal any difference between tube currents and reconstruction algorithms used. Accordingly, the reduction of noise in WM and GM, liquor, and background for all of the 3 CT protocols resulted in significant enhancement of SNR (Table 2 ) and CNR (Fig 1) with IR postprocessing. The average improvement of CNR by using IR versus FBP was 13% (1.82 Ϯ 0.4 versus 2.06 Ϯ 0.4; P Ͻ .0001). Conversely, in both IR and FBP reconstruction, reduction of tube current was associated with a significant increase of image noise or degradation of SNR (Table 2 ) and CNR (Fig 1) . In detail, with FBP, the decrease of CNR was 10% (1.98 Ϯ 0.4 versus 1.78 Ϯ 0.4; P ϭ .016) in a 275-mAs and 17% (1.98 Ϯ 0.4 versus 1.65 Ϯ 0.4; P ϭ .0008) in a 225-mAs low-dose protocol.
Hence, compared with the standard 320-mAs CT with FBP, quantitative degradation of image quality by lowering the tube current to 275 mAs was fully compensated when applying IR (1.98 Ϯ 0.4 versus 2.05 Ϯ 0.4, Fig 1) . CNR in 225-mAs datasets with IR was approximately 7% below the average of a standard 320-mAs FBP protocol (1.98 Ϯ 0.3 versus 1.85 Ϯ 0.4; P ϭ .18, Fig 1) .
Linear regression analysis of CNR against tube current suggests that standard CNR may be obtained until about 20.4% dose reduction (255 mAs) when IR is used (Fig 2) .
Qualitative Analysis
With all tube currents, use of an iterative algorithm was associated with significant improvement of scores for noise, GM-WM differentiation, sharpness of subarachnoid space, and overall diagnostic acceptability (Table 3 and Fig 3) . The benefit of IR was less consistent with regard to the visualization of posterior fossa contents.
When compared with the 320-mAs FBP standard protocol, lowering the tube current to 225 mAs resulted in considerable deterioration of overall diagnostic acceptability with both reconstruction algorithms (1.8 versus 2.7 for FBP, P Ͻ .0001; 1.8 versus 2.2 for IR, P ϭ .03). No difference was observed between 320 mAs with FBP and 275 mAs with IR reconstruction (1.8 versus 1.7, P ϭ .63; Fig 4) .
The interobserver agreement in the assessment of various image-quality parameters was good (weighted , 0.68).
Discussion
The increasing use of MDCT has fueled a heightened concern regarding potential hazards and has evoked an extensive interest in minimizing radiation exposure. Unfortunately, many traditional dose-reduction strategies (eg, low tube current and voltage scanning or specific noise reduction kernels) come at the price of degraded image quality. While for many applications of conventional body CT, a mild increase of noise may not limit diagnostic accuracy, classic neuroradiologic issues such as detection of acute ischemia, edema, or hemorrhage require exceptional image quality and leave little room for compromise. The reason lies with minute attenuation differences between WM and GM, the shielding of tissue by the skull, and the inherently unfavorable SNR.
IR has long been discussed as a highly promising reconstruction concept to achieve considerable dose reduction without losing image quality. Unlike traditional FBP, the method is based on a correction loop within the image-generation process, which leads to significant reduction of noise with maintenance of image resolution. 11 However, for a long time, the required computational power for everyday use has not been available and variations of the algorithm have only recently been introduced into clinical routine. At this stage, several studies have confirmed the capability of IR to achieve robust image quality in low-dose abdominal, thoracic, and cardiovascular CT examinations. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 21 Our study is the first to assess the iterative approach in head CT. We find that IR achieves a significant reduction of image noise, which is robust among various dose protocols and nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced studies. Image sharpness is decreased by approximately 3%, yet this difference proved insignificant in a smaller subset analysis and does not translate into deterioration of subjective image quality. In fact, the latter is improved by lower noise levels that correlate with increased SNR and CNR due to the preservation of attenuation values. While IR achieves robust objective and subjective image quality in an 85% low-dose protocol, a 30% dose reduction is associated with noticeable degradation of quality. In terms of quantitative imaging parameters, a linear regression equation suggests that standard quality may be preserved until approximately 20% dose reduction whenever IR is used.
Due to the computational complexity, time for reconstruction was substantially increased with use of the iterative algorithm. However, with a median reconstruction interval of 68 seconds, clinical efficiency was not affected. Also, as both the method and computational power continue to evolve, a further decrease of processing time is expected in the near future.
When compared with dose savings of 33%-50% or 36%-75% in abdominal and thoracic applications, our findings for head CT may appear somewhat modest. [15] [16] [17] 19, 21 Apart from conceivable variations in different vendors or products, the most likely explanation for such discrepancies is the critical CNR in the GM-WM differentiation and a more marked increase of noise with the reduction of tube current in head CT. Nonetheless, maintaining standard image quality at dose savings in the range of 20% still represents a considerable step in terms of patient dose reduction and may particularly benefit the large number of patients with serial follow-up examinations.
In this context, the standards for image quality in our study were derived from a relatively high-dose protocol, designed for applications that require an exceptional CNR. Accord- ingly, automatic tube current modulation was not applied and the collimation was set to 40 ϫ 0.6 mm. The resultant CTDI vol and DLP of our routine protocol are in line with the European diagnostic reference levels. 22 Whether the associated level of image quality always translates into a heightened accuracy or better diagnosis is debatable; however, this problem is beyond the scope of our current study. Notably, other institutions have different standards for diagnostic confidence, and systematic analyses of routine protocols have shown a considerable variability of radiation dose and image quality between institutions or scanners. 23, 24 Undoubtedly, many everyday applications such as follow-up examinations of hematoma, tumors, or the evaluation of ventricular shunts carry the potential for significant reduction of routine dose, whichindependent of individual standards for diagnostic confidence-may be even more substantial when IR is used. Finally, because iterative processing is still a very young approach, it is likely that more advanced and powerful variations of the technique will emerge in the near future and, thereby, enable additional dose savings.
The first limitation of our study is the small sample size per group, requiring confirmation of our findings in a larger patient series. Different tube currents were applied to different patient cohorts so that a more accurate-yet practically almost impossible-intrapatient comparison of protocols could not be performed. As indicated above, the focus of our study was on subjective and objective image quality; we did not assess the diagnostic accuracy of IR low-dose acquisitions in comparison with standard protocols.
Conclusions
Our data support the use of IR in head CT as a valuable tool for significant dose reduction. The algorithm is robust in lowering image noise and improves quantitative and qualitative imaging parameters in both nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced scans at variable radiation doses. The potential of IR to maintain standard image quality at Յ20% dose reduction justifies larger clinical studies with a focus on diagnostic accuracy.
Disclosures: Thomas Flohr, Unrelated: employment Siemens. Image-quality grading is provided for noise, GM-WM matter differentiation, sharpness of SS, PF, and overall DA. Median is in parentheses. As demonstrated in our study, this is achieved without significant loss of image sharpness. While image quality at 85% dose and IR (E) is similar to the standard of reference (A), a 30% dose reduction results in substantial increase of noise despite using IR (F).
